
Price: $60,000,000
Address: Cave Cay EXUMA CAYS,Other Exuma
City: Exuma & Exuma Cays
MLS#: 43426
Lot Size: 9,583,200 sq. ft.
Listing No: R427
Beds: 20
Baths: 20
Living Area: 10,000 sq. ft.
Year Built: n/a

Cave Cay EXUMA CAYS,Other Exuma

Property Details

Cave Cay is positioned in the heart of the Exuma Cays immediately north of Musha Cay. Cave Cay is unique
because of its very own deep-water harbour (12 feet at low tide) and private marina with 35 dock slips and a
2,800 ft private landing strip. Cave Cay is completely self-sufficient with all utilities underground, water, sewage
and power supply. There are 5 diesel generators ranging in size from 85 KW to 375 KW. The power supply is
hybrid being solar supported by generator power. Fresh water is stored in two tanks, 12,000 gallons and 14,000
gallons. Hot water is provided by solar panels. The fuel farm has a capacity to store 64,000 gallons of diesel and
13,000 gallons of gas. The water making facilities are capable of making 5,000 gallons per day being expanded
to 20,000 gallons per day. The present owner/developer has thought of everything and gone through the
tedious 2 year process to get all of the government approval and several years to dredge the harbour and build
the runway. This is an opportunity for a developer to step in and take this special Island to the next level.
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The Bahamas Real Estate Association is not responsible for the accuracy of the information
listed above. The data relating to the real estate for sale or lease on this website comes in part
from the Internet Data Exchange Program (IDX) and the Bahamas MLS, and is provided here for
consumer’s personal, non-commercial use. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing or leasing. Real

Estate listings held in brokerage firms other than the office owning this website are marked with the IDX logo on
the short inquiry. Data provided is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This information is protected by
copyright and all rights reserved. This property is shown courtesy of The Bahamas MLS.
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